HELLO! KICK-START TRAINING

“I want to get started with Celonis Process Mining.”

Choose this training if you want to:

- Gain a basic understanding of the Celonis Intelligent Business Cloud applications and how the Process Mining technology works.

After this track you will be able to:

- Understand process visualization to get a 100% transparent.
- Apply basic filters in Process Discovery to identify drivers for deviations.
- Apply advanced analysis filters and leverage Process Discovery.
- Build basic and advanced analyses from scratch and customize them.
- Communicate and pitch business findings.
- Technically set up & configure the Action Engine & Transformation Center.
- Understand how to realize the value identified with Celonis.
- Identify and quantify process improvement opportunities.

Please note:

- This training is not intended to prepare you for the user role-based training tracks but is designed for learners who want to get a general overview of Celonis.